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Conventional PDC paradigm

pg = 3np = 4 Degree three Lagrange basis set
(puts the ‘spectral’ in ‘spectral-element’)

Evaluate physics on dynamics grid: the GLL grid
Galerkin method defines nodal point values

FV based remapping to coupler req’s control volumes
Issue 2: No formal definition of a control volume.

Issue(‘ish) 1: Is this a ‘large-scale state,’ as physics assumes?



Control Volumes in CAM-SE

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

“…their spherical areas exactly match the Gaussian weight multiplied by the metric term 
(these weights are used for integrating the basis functions over the elements and can 
therefore, in this context, be interpreted as areas).” (Herrington et al. 2018, MWR)

GLL grid Phys/coupler grid
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Grid Imprinting in CAM-SE



Lauritzen et al. 2017; Herrington et al. 2018; 2019

Conservative Semi-Lagrangian Multi-tracer
12 Lauritzen et al.

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 3: (a) The latitude-longitude grid, (b) the cubed-sphere grid based on an equi-angular central projection and
(c) icosahedral grid based on hexagons and pentagons. The triangular grids used by models herein are the dual of the
hexagonal grid.

volume implementation (i.e., the Lin and Rood, 1996,
algorithm). An example of a two-dimensional extension
based on the PPM algorithm that is third-order is given
in, e.g., Ullrich et al. (2009).

CAM ISEN is an isentropic version of CAM FV. In-
stead of the hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coordinate
a hybrid sigma-θ vertical coordinate is used (Chen and
Rasch 2009). Apart from the vertical coordinate the
model design is identical to CAM FV.

3.2. Cubed-sphere grid models
The assessment includes two dynamical cores that are
defined on cubed-sphere grids. The finite-volume cubed-
sphere model (GEOS FV CUBED) is a cubed-sphere
version of CAM FV developed at the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and the NASA God-
dard Space Flight Center. The advection scheme is
based on the Lin and Rood (1996) method but adapted
to non-orthogonal cubed-sphere grids (Putman and Lin
2007,2009). Like CAM FV, the GEOS FV CUBED dy-
namical core is second-order accurate in two dimensions.
Both a weak second-order divergence damping mech-
anism and an additional fourth-order divergence damp-
ing scheme is used with coefficients 0.005×∆Amin/∆t
and [0.05 × ∆Amin]2 /∆t, respectively, where ∆Amin

is the smallest grid cell area in the domain.
The strength of the divergence damping increases

towards the model top to define a 3-layer sponge. In
contrast to CAM FV and CAM ISEN, the cubed-sphere
model does not apply any digital or FFT filtering in
the polar regions and mid-latitudes. Nevertheless, an

external-mode filter is implemented that damps the hor-
izontal momentum equations. This is accomplished
by subtracting the external-mode damping coefficient
(0.02×∆Amin/∆t) times the gradient of the vertically-
integrated horizontal divergence on the right-hand-side
of the vector momentum equation.

GEOS FV CUBED applies the same inner and outer
operators in the advection scheme (PPM) to avoid the
inconsistencies described in Lauritzen (2007) when us-
ing different orders of inner and outer operators. The
cubed-sphere grid is based on central angles. The angles
are chosen to form an equal-distance grid at the cubed-
sphere edges (undocumented). The equal-distance grid
is similar to an equidistant cubed-sphere grid that is ex-
plained in Nair et al. (2005). The resolution is specified
in terms of the number of cells along a panel side. As an
example, 90 cells along each side of a cubed-sphere face
yield a global grid spacing of about 1◦.

The second cubed-sphere dynamical core is NCAR’s
spectral element High-Order Method Modeling Environ-
ment (HOMME) (Thomas and Loft 2004, Nair et al.
2009). Spectral elements are a type of a continuous-
Galerkin h-p finite element method (Karniadakis and
Sherwin 1999, Canuto et al. 2007), where h is the num-
ber of elements and p the polynomial order. Rather
than using cell averages as prognostic variables as in
geos fv cubed, the finite element method uses p-order
polynomials to represent the prognostic variables inside
each element. The spectral element method is compat-
ible, meaning it has discrete analogs of the key integral
properties of the divergence, gradient and curl operators,
making the method elementwise mass-conservative (to
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The ‘Negativity Problem’

Mapping tracer tend from pg2 to CSLAM
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the ‘negativity problem’ in a single element. (a.) Initial CSLAM tracer
values, (b.) mapped to pg2, (c) produces a tracer increment on pg2, (d.) with negative increments on the ex-
change grid overlying CSLAM cells in (a) that were initially zero and (e) driving those mixing ratios negative.

else (m(pg3)
` ; Figure 3a). The mixing ratios are mapped to the pg2 grid using, for sim-

plicity, the piecewise constant method where a constant value inside the pg2 cells is used
during the integration over overlap cells (m(pg2)

k ; Figure 3b). Now consider the case in
which physics removes all the mass from the physics cell k: f

(pg2)
k = �m(pg2)

k (Figure 3c).
The tracer increment is mapped from pg2 to pg3 using the piecewise constant method.
Some of the non-zero increments are now in overlap areas where the original CSLAM
grid cells have mixing ratio zero ( f k` ; Figure 3d), and hence, the state is driven negative
when adding the overlap increment to the CSLAM state (Figure 3e). This is referred to as
the negativity problem although it can also happen for maxima.

The negativity issue could be avoided if one remaps the physics updated state in-
stead of mapping increments/tendencies. In that case a shape-preserving filter will make
sure that the state on the CSLAM grid is not negative (and does not overshoot). That said,
if physics does not change the state and it is mapped back to the CSLAM grid then spuri-
ous tendencies (proportional to the errors introduced by mapping state from the CSLAM
grid to the physics grid and back again) are introduced. Hence it is advantageous to map
increments/tendencies since any reasonable algorithm will preserve a zero function.

As illustrated above a standard remapping method will NOT simultaneously satisfy
1-4 and hence a new algorithm has been derived.

2.3 New tendency mapping algorithm

The problem is how to map the mass-increment on the physics grid, f
(pg2)
�A(pg2),

to the CSLAM cells that overlap with �A(pg2). To maintain shape-preservation, linear cor-
relations and to avoid the negativity problem locally, it is advantageous to define a mass
excess function on the exchange grid �m(excess)

k` . It is basically the maximum amount of
mixing ratio that can be removed (in the case f

(pg2)
< 0) without producing new minima

in the exchange grid mixing ratio mk`

�m(excess)
k` = mk` � m(min)

k , (16)

where mk` is defined in (12). So the maximum amount of mass that we can be removed
from the exchange grid cells that span physics grid cell Ak without violating the shape-
preservation constraint ((11) and (13)) is

’
`

�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak` . (17)

–9–

excess mixing ratio such that no local minima is produced
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If physics is designed not to remove more mass than available in Ak (which should be the
case for a carefully designed physics package) then it is guaranteed that’

`

�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak` � f

(pg2)
�pk�A(pg2). (18)

We distribute the physics mass-forcing (assuming f
(pg2)

< 0) according to the mass excess
in each overlap area by solving this equation for �k

�A(pg2)
k �p

(pg2)
k f

(pg2)
= �k

’
`

�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak`, (19)

and add mass increment (which in this case is negative)

�k�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak`, (20)

to the `th CSLAM cell state m(pg3)�p
(pg3)
` �A(pg3)

` . This process is repeated for all physics
cells. Note that this problem is a well-posed, i.e. �k > 0, since physics will not remove
more mass than is locally available (18). The way in which the mass-forcing is distributed
to the CSLAM cells using the excess function insures that the negativity problem is avoided.
Mass is conserved by design and shape-preservation is obtained by using the excess func-
tion.

If the physics increment is positive (assuming f
(pg2)

> 0) we define a ‘lack’ function

�m(lack)
k` = mk` � m(max), (21)

and solve
�p

(pg2)
k f

(pg2)
�A(pg2)

k = �k
’
`

h
�m(lack)

k` �pk`�Ak`

i
, (22)

for �k and follow the same procedure as for mass excess. Since positive and negative forc-
ing is treated in exactly the same way, linear correlations are preserved. Note how the def-
inition of the excess/lack function insures linear correlation preservation; for example, if
one would prevent negative values and not do anything about overshoots then linear corre-
lations would not be preserved since the minima and maxima are not treated in the same
way.

While the above algorithm satisfies properties 1-4 in section 2.2, it is not a high-
order algorithm in terms of formal accuracy. This is illustrated in Figure 4 (row 3) where
a smooth analytical tendency [approximate spherical harmonic of order 32 and azimuthal
wave number 16; Jones, 1999]

f (pg2) =
1
2
+

1
2

cos(16�) sin(2✓)16, (23)

where (�, ✓) is latitude-longitude, is mapped from pg2 to pg3 grid using this algorithm
assuming m(pg3)

` = 0, 8`. The errors in the mapping are not always aligned with large
gradients in the analytical function as would be expected for a ‘traditional’ interpolation
algorithm. The errors are maximum on the order of 60%. To reduce errors we therefore
perform a higher-order pre-allocation of tendencies that is not mass-conserving but satis-
fies properties 2,3, and 4 in Section 2.2.

2.4 High-order (non-conservative) pre-allocation of tracer tendencies

A high-order tracer mass increment in overlap area Ak` can be computed using the
following formula

h f �pik` =
π
Ak`

266664
�p

(pg3)
`

’
i+j2

F (i j)
k xiy j + f

(pg2)
k

’
i+j2

eP(i j)
` xiy j

377775
dA, (24)

–10–

excess mixing ratio such that no local minima is produced

The physics mass increment on overlap grid:
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To ensure the mass removed by physics does not exceed this amount, solve for !":
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for �k and follow the same procedure as for mass excess. Since positive and negative forc-
ing is treated in exactly the same way, linear correlations are preserved. Note how the def-
inition of the excess/lack function insures linear correlation preservation; for example, if
one would prevent negative values and not do anything about overshoots then linear corre-
lations would not be preserved since the minima and maxima are not treated in the same
way.

While the above algorithm satisfies properties 1-4 in section 2.2, it is not a high-
order algorithm in terms of formal accuracy. This is illustrated in Figure 4 (row 3) where
a smooth analytical tendency [approximate spherical harmonic of order 32 and azimuthal
wave number 16; Jones, 1999]

f (pg2) =
1
2
+

1
2

cos(16�) sin(2✓)16, (23)

where (�, ✓) is latitude-longitude, is mapped from pg2 to pg3 grid using this algorithm
assuming m(pg3)

` = 0, 8`. The errors in the mapping are not always aligned with large
gradients in the analytical function as would be expected for a ‘traditional’ interpolation
algorithm. The errors are maximum on the order of 60%. To reduce errors we therefore
perform a higher-order pre-allocation of tendencies that is not mass-conserving but satis-
fies properties 2,3, and 4 in Section 2.2.

2.4 High-order (non-conservative) pre-allocation of tracer tendencies

A high-order tracer mass increment in overlap area Ak` can be computed using the
following formula

h f �pik` =
π
Ak`

266664
�p

(pg3)
`

’
i+j2

F (i j)
k xiy j + f

(pg2)
k

’
i+j2

eP(i j)
` xiy j

377775
dA, (24)
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To ensure the mass removed by physics does not exceed this amount, solve for !":
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the ‘negativity problem’ in a single element. (a.) Initial CSLAM tracer
values, (b.) mapped to pg2, (c) produces a tracer increment on pg2, (d.) with negative increments on the ex-
change grid overlying CSLAM cells in (a) that were initially zero and (e) driving those mixing ratios negative.

else (m(pg3)
` ; Figure 3a). The mixing ratios are mapped to the pg2 grid using, for sim-

plicity, the piecewise constant method where a constant value inside the pg2 cells is used
during the integration over overlap cells (m(pg2)

k ; Figure 3b). Now consider the case in
which physics removes all the mass from the physics cell k: f

(pg2)
k = �m(pg2)

k (Figure 3c).
The tracer increment is mapped from pg2 to pg3 using the piecewise constant method.
Some of the non-zero increments are now in overlap areas where the original CSLAM
grid cells have mixing ratio zero ( f k` ; Figure 3d), and hence, the state is driven negative
when adding the overlap increment to the CSLAM state (Figure 3e). This is referred to as
the negativity problem although it can also happen for maxima.

The negativity issue could be avoided if one remaps the physics updated state in-
stead of mapping increments/tendencies. In that case a shape-preserving filter will make
sure that the state on the CSLAM grid is not negative (and does not overshoot). That said,
if physics does not change the state and it is mapped back to the CSLAM grid then spuri-
ous tendencies (proportional to the errors introduced by mapping state from the CSLAM
grid to the physics grid and back again) are introduced. Hence it is advantageous to map
increments/tendencies since any reasonable algorithm will preserve a zero function.

As illustrated above a standard remapping method will NOT simultaneously satisfy
1-4 and hence a new algorithm has been derived.

2.3 New tendency mapping algorithm

The problem is how to map the mass-increment on the physics grid, f
(pg2)
�A(pg2),

to the CSLAM cells that overlap with �A(pg2). To maintain shape-preservation, linear cor-
relations and to avoid the negativity problem locally, it is advantageous to define a mass
excess function on the exchange grid �m(excess)

k` . It is basically the maximum amount of
mixing ratio that can be removed (in the case f

(pg2)
< 0) without producing new minima

in the exchange grid mixing ratio mk`

�m(excess)
k` = mk` � m(min)

k , (16)

where mk` is defined in (12). So the maximum amount of mass that we can be removed
from the exchange grid cells that span physics grid cell Ak without violating the shape-
preservation constraint ((11) and (13)) is

’
`

�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak` . (17)
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Amount of mass that can be removed on overlap grid per #"
(%&'):

In an aqua-planet simulation, mass leaks of water vapor improve 
from 10-7 to 10-16 Pa per time-step (i.e., within machine-precision)

errors computed after Lauritzen and Williamson (2019)
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If physics is designed not to remove more mass than available in Ak (which should be the
case for a carefully designed physics package) then it is guaranteed that’

`

�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak` � f

(pg2)
�pk�A(pg2). (18)

We distribute the physics mass-forcing (assuming f
(pg2)

< 0) according to the mass excess
in each overlap area by solving this equation for �k

�A(pg2)
k �p

(pg2)
k f

(pg2)
= �k

’
`

�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak`, (19)

and add mass increment (which in this case is negative)

�k�m(excess)
k` �pk`�Ak`, (20)

to the `th CSLAM cell state m(pg3)�p
(pg3)
` �A(pg3)

` . This process is repeated for all physics
cells. Note that this problem is a well-posed, i.e. �k > 0, since physics will not remove
more mass than is locally available (18). The way in which the mass-forcing is distributed
to the CSLAM cells using the excess function insures that the negativity problem is avoided.
Mass is conserved by design and shape-preservation is obtained by using the excess func-
tion.

If the physics increment is positive (assuming f
(pg2)

> 0) we define a ‘lack’ function

�m(lack)
k` = mk` � m(max), (21)

and solve
�p

(pg2)
k f

(pg2)
�A(pg2)

k = �k
’
`

h
�m(lack)

k` �pk`�Ak`

i
, (22)

for �k and follow the same procedure as for mass excess. Since positive and negative forc-
ing is treated in exactly the same way, linear correlations are preserved. Note how the def-
inition of the excess/lack function insures linear correlation preservation; for example, if
one would prevent negative values and not do anything about overshoots then linear corre-
lations would not be preserved since the minima and maxima are not treated in the same
way.

While the above algorithm satisfies properties 1-4 in section 2.2, it is not a high-
order algorithm in terms of formal accuracy. This is illustrated in Figure 4 (row 3) where
a smooth analytical tendency [approximate spherical harmonic of order 32 and azimuthal
wave number 16; Jones, 1999]

f (pg2) =
1
2
+

1
2

cos(16�) sin(2✓)16, (23)

where (�, ✓) is latitude-longitude, is mapped from pg2 to pg3 grid using this algorithm
assuming m(pg3)

` = 0, 8`. The errors in the mapping are not always aligned with large
gradients in the analytical function as would be expected for a ‘traditional’ interpolation
algorithm. The errors are maximum on the order of 60%. To reduce errors we therefore
perform a higher-order pre-allocation of tendencies that is not mass-conserving but satis-
fies properties 2,3, and 4 in Section 2.2.

2.4 High-order (non-conservative) pre-allocation of tracer tendencies

A high-order tracer mass increment in overlap area Ak` can be computed using the
following formula

h f �pik` =
π
Ak`

266664
�p

(pg3)
`

’
i+j2

F (i j)
k xiy j + f

(pg2)
k

’
i+j2

eP(i j)
` xiy j

377775
dA, (24)
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The physics mass increment on overlap grid:

Herrington et al, 2019, JAMES

Mapping tracer tend from pg2 to CSLAM



ne20pg3 v. ne30pg2 v. ne30pg3



Mapping phys tend from pgX to GLL grid

Dotted Lines 
– Phys tend on pgX grid

Solid Lines 
– Phys tend on GLL grid



Conclusions

• Problems with PDC method of evaluating physics on GLL grid 

• Physics requires ‘large-scale state’ and nodal point values are not 
representative of the state in it’s vicinity.

• Evaluating physics at element boundaries exacerbates grids imprinting. 

• FV based remapping to coupler requires control volumes but there is 
no formal definition of a control volume

• CAM-SE control volumes are not volume mean state.

• A separate finite-volume physics grid is a solution to these problems

• Mapping between grids still preserves important design aspects (mass 
conservation, consistency, preserves shape and linear correlations)

• Through careful consideration, a lower resolution physics grid can preserve 
tracer mass, and will not alias onto the resolved scales of motion.
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